Directions: Part 1: Match the definition with the word by looking it up in the dictionary. Part 2: Put the word in a sentence without using the "Be Verbs". The "Be Verbs" are - am, are, is, was, were, be, being, been. Your sentences MUST show that you know what the word means AND be 100% grammatically correct!

VIS: to see

11. audiovisual: adj.

12. visage: n.

13. providential: adj.

FIC / FECT: make

14. amplification: n.

15. affect: v.

16. effect: (to "effect a change")

17. deify: v.

18. efficacious: adj.

COR / COUR: heart

19. cordial: adj.

20. discourage: v.
DEFINITIONS

A. an enlargement of sound
B. involving both hearing and sight
C. n. result; v. to cause or bring about a result
D. producing the wanted results; successful
E. provided by divine guidance; lucky
F. the face or look of a person
G. to deprive of confidence, hope or courage
H. to influence; to make an impression on
I. to make someone or something into a god
J. warm; cheerful